
steamauthenticatorÏîñëàíèé  ulate - 18.02.2023 13:24_____________________________________Naturalnews.Com  yes its affiliated internet sites reside in the implementation of michael allen "mike" adams, bs (1969 or 1967-) (self-proclaimed "health ranger"), which promotes the development of alternative medicine and related conspiracy theories. The site is particularly active in the areas of vaccine denials and the alleged link between vaccines and autism, aids/hiv denials, quack cancer treatments and big pharma conspiracy theories." if there is alternative medicine or alternative treatment, you have the ability to ensure that naturalnews has one article praising the sky and another beating the stupid "naysayers". Much of the portal's growth is due to the zodiac rash on facebook, where it had over three.5 million followers  until it was banned (mind you, not in its global content, but because it violated facebook's spam policy). ). .A review of naturalnews' vast ecosystem of playgrounds shows that adams has quite a lot of money and personal time, and he wants to attract both left-wing lunatics interested in a "natural" lifestyle, likewise right-wing . Wings are interested in weapons and survival. A reading of adams' discourse in the non-naturalnews correspondence of gold bugs demonstrates that adams's personal attachment is almost always to the latter, which together indicates some level of hypocrisy, as he deceives both sides, but sympathizes with only one side enough to speak frankly. .On wikipedia, naturalnews is a listed non-empty, outdated source that should not be used for any reason ("there is near-unanimity that the site repeatedly publishes false or fabricated information, including a plethora of conspiracy theories") , but actually on the spam blacklist.In short: if you quote naturalnews on any subject, you are almost certainly wrong because our website is so bad, so unreliable and so hopelessly wrong that even other charlatans think it is a charlatan site, a feat of stupidity that ideally requires talent.1 personal and corporate2 personal information 2.1 vaccines2.2 conspiracy theories3.1 having children4.1 "car toons"4.2 "music"5.1 good gopher5.2 legal threats5.3 nonsense twitter5.4 email spam5.5 audio and video 5.6 brighteon5.7 survival5.8 hoggwatch5.9 temporary deletion from google5.10 campaign against tech giants5.11 rationalwiki5.12 fake news empireprivate and corporate In his own words, adams was "the son of a pfizer contractor and a clinical researcher for some of the major american pharmaceutical companies." lack of exercise." Instead, he blamed evidence-based medicine and began his lucrative career selling snake oil.Before he was diagnosed with diabetes in 1993, adams created arial software, which he sold in 2007 . . the manufacturing company has been characterized as selling spam under the guise of the fact that spammers were advised to create marketing emails that would not look like spam. A master of acupuncture and traditional chinese medicine, who co-owns a bunch of shell companies with him: :34- Nn store llc (2018-)- arial marketing, inc. (1995-1999)- registered agents, inc.- Infinity prana management llc (2011-)- health ranger store- naturalnews store (2012- )- arial software llc (1993-2007)- webseed inc. (Az) (2006-2015)- webseed inc. (Wy) (2014-)- health book summaries llc (2004-2012)- brighteon media inc. (2018-)- south bend aviation leasing inc. (2014-2016)- consumer wellness center inc. (1990-2015)- arial translations llc (1998-2012)- food factor inc. (1998-2004)- groovy bee inc. (2018-)- ananda bhakti llc (2011-)- consumer wellness centgreinc. (2014-)- triple eight holdings llc (1998-)- talknetwork (2015-)- quantum science and research (2017-)- arial global (2012-) - cwc labs llc (2014-2018)- quantum fulfillment and support (2011-)other co-owners: cynthia m. Rankin, cole bormuth, yang li, dona s. Copland and shuyin. Wu.:34Healthy beliefsAdams is a strong opponent of advanced medicine and opposes any long-term medication or doctor visits; adams calls himself a "holistic dietitian." in other words, adams opposes:– Non-raw foods– both sugar and artificial sweetenersgluten- red meat (yes, its use can't be eaten with meat when it's neither cooked nor red in any way)glutamatepasteurized and homogenized milk (pasteurized due to bacteria - free milk and homogenized homogeneous milk that does not stick together)fluorine- white flourgenetically modified products- laundry detergent- deodorants- shampoomcdonald's chicken nuggetsa constant theme is the contrast between the stern criticism on the pages site of evidence-based medicine and concrete unconditional acceptance of the appeal to nature, new age and alternative medicine. (Adams himself supports both quantum healing and quantum consciousness.) this often implies dismissing the application of the scientific option to health care as "inherently imperfect", rejecting the entire post-pasteur philosophy of modern medicine. adams is a firm denier of the germ theory. Adams also brings together the state's evidence-based medicine, the failings of big pharma, and the us health insurance system: it's all ecstasy for him, called "mainstream medicine." Naturalnews blames the pharmaceutical industry for all the vaguely drug-relevant celebrity deaths rather than considering any environmental factors. , However, is blind acceptance, whether it be homeopathy , chiropractic,  dental care,  fear of aspartame,  vitamin care,  vaccination panic  . ] (including spreading malicious fabrications about covid and anthony fauci), or detox diets.Vaccines Adams said that "detoxing" after vaccination would allow you to avoid their negative effects:If you are forced to take a vaccine against your will (a totalitarian medical regime like california), what a gambler what can you do to keep your family safe from vaccine toxins?  The key to surviving this assault on your body is to eliminate these chemicals. In a re-edited video filmed in our consumer wellness labs, i reveal nutritional strategies for speedy natural detoxification of the male body so you can safely survive the onslaught of the vaccine imposed on you by the coercive fascist medical regime.minimum , this would certainly mean that its use would be in order with mandatory vaccination if the government after these formalities simply handed out free detox.Conspiracy theories  Naturalnews also presents many big pharma conspiracy theories,    believing that there is no depth that big pharma will not sink, no very high lies that you could tell to poison americans and brighten up their "pseudoscience".  adams argues that the pharmaceutical industry creates hiv vaccines for the sole purpose of creating as many hiv-positive customers as possible, who can distribute antiretroviral drugs at a huge profit.  mammography screening creates cancer, which is then expensively treated with high profits. He believes chemotherapy should be criminalized. As part of a sinister eugenics conspiracy. No, really. Adams also manages to misinterpret attempts to develop reversible forms of male contraceptive medication as deliberate attempts to permanently sterilize minorities. Predictable: the claimed 87% chance of a porn bunny getting breast cancer means nothing, since diet and lifestyle changes can fantastically suppress brca1 expression. And, of course, oncologists are called charlatans here, but not good, honest people like adams. To ensure a constant supply of nine- and ten-year-old little beauties and boys." For the reason that this is the only common factor that they will try to stop tommy robinson from inciting hatred and derailing criminal cases. Adams' love of courtship is not limited to medicine. Cold fusion so-called ideas and devices of free activity - like the energy catalyzer - are presented on his resource with the same enthusiasm as the latest folk medicine craze. He collects data on chemtrails. he is a true believer in 9/11, birth and pretty much everything else, but also a proponent of sandy hook's denial.He considers alex jones, jeff rense, and david ike to be "real heroes" and icke and whales as reliable sources. Medicine); this may be dictated in such a way that paul supports "health freedom", despite the fact that adams simultaneously supports health care reform and cuba's health care system.Naturalnews promotes hard green position, resource, also promotes the denial of global warming. To top it off, adams promotes gun control conspiracy theories.He thinks scientology is being treated unfairly because of the attempts of anti-religious zealots and you understand it's big pharma to suppress their own belief system in order to protect their profits. Adams, like sandy hook, also published his informed opinion about the 2012 aurora shootings, stating that they were "obviously" staged, and it is possible that the killer james holmes was involved in "experimental" neuroscience that's out of control (or maybe that fact, and something else at once? Who knows with this statement guy?) In addition, louis vuitton testifies that the boston bombings in 2013 were a false flag operation of "private military contractors.”In 2014, adams wrote several articles trying to confirm that the malaysian air crash in early spring 2014 was a government cover-up and which aircraft had been secretly turned into an "invisible weapon" possibly carrying nuclear weapons, he also stated that he thought the people behind the cover-up might look too far, that they would "secretly sink plane wreckage in the indian ocean so they could pick it up"" . Despite the fact that he believed that the passengers could survive, oh he stated that "world governments publish their 'official' stories, i have no doubt that they will do everything to support these official stories, even if it means denying lives. All passengers."The site also tends to predict that every major storm heralds the collapse of the economy and the end of civilization.Also , "traditional physics" is a septum of the same conspiracy as classical medicine.Also transphobia, although transgender people are trying to re-classify what classical medicine has attributed to them at birth.In addition, they are promoting the conspiracy theory that the coronavirus originated in a lab in wuhan, china.Site believes that microwaves cause infertility and promoting a charlatan detoxification process in light of the fukushima nuclear disaster which is why the site hates 5g, it thinks 5g is an assault weapon designed to eliminate humanityBirtherismIn 2011, naturalnews supported the birth rate, claiming that the birth certificate of then-president barack obama was fake: It is not so fake that such content has become an iq test to analyze how many viewers can be so easily fooled by a fake. If i turned in this paperwork, say in an attempt to get a mortgage loan, and pieced it together layer by layer with the obvious cut and paste of figures from multiple sources to falsify my reported income level, i would be guilty of a felony. At least i would have been kicked out of the room with laughter. "Are you joking? Is this your best attempt at falsifying the income statement?” They would say. Even a high school student with a scanner and photoshop can make a more convincing forgery than this.Adams took this as the perfect opportunity for a poignant social commentary on the fakeness of modern american life:Couples are now artificially inseminated (fictitious conception!), In case their children are born, they feed them with artificial milk (infant formula). They grow on fake sweeteners and fake (artificial) colors. In college they are taught fake us history so they have a fake idea of how the world really works. When the data gets pretty good, they will participate in fake voting schemes where the winners are already determined.And thanks to the internet, we've been born into a world of fake friends, fake emotions, and fake sex. Football matches are played on artificial grass and today's "reality shows" are also artificial. Professional wrestling is fake (but mma is not, and most of the news consumed by the masses is completely fabricated. Even the science behind predominantly modern science is falsified, fabricated, or twisted to suit the results the drug companies want to watch.And, yes, drugs are faked too, especially antidepressants, which seem to work only because of the placebo effect, which is real, though only in the mind.For the most part we are fake people living in a fake world taking part in fake interactions. And why on top of that would we exclude a fake president with a fake birth certificate?I don't know what the trouble is with a distinctly fake birth certificate. Definitely a fake. However, isn't that what we vote for when we vote for any president? After all, presidential campaigns involve fake promises delivered with "fake" smiles, like a stretch of fake speeches, which are meanwhile written by another person and read with the help of teleprompter.Between 2011, even in 2014, adams decided that publishing this post was doing a lot of damage. No doubt that if you get sick, you just delete it, or at least take a bit of responsibility into your own hands, that would also be embarrassing. Instead, the post sprang to life with a perfectly plausible explanation of what he was born to do and now isn't:The article that originally appeared here has been removed due to the fact that the porn bunny is no longer associated with the research mission of natural news. After 2013 and early 2014, mike adams (health ranger), natural news editor, went from an outspoken activist to an environmental scientist. He now runs the natural news forensic food lab, conducts world-class research in food science, and hosts scientific publications on food impurities and food analytics.Through scientific research based on university-level analytical instruments, adams found that, like many of the population, he suffered for 8 years from chronic exposure to cumulative toxic elements found in foods, even in a variety of organics and "superfoods". His findings, but also breakthrough discoveries in the field of food toxicology, protective food nutrients, and the cognitive effects of food contaminants, are posted on naturalnews.Com. Changed his mindset, beliefs and the class of happiness in the world. “Now i know that most of my worldview has been negatively impacted by toxic elements found not only in everyday foods, but also in selected superfoods and supplements,” adams now explains. In other words: consumption products filled with an evil toxin, as determined by "university-grade analytical equipment", caused adams to become so delusional and subject to strange beliefs that the man believed that president obama's birth document was a fake. Sadly, it appears that some of the toxic metals remained in adams, as all current naturalnews publications continue to show mind-altering symptoms.Creative efforts"Cartoons"One of the rather ridiculous features of naturalnews has been adams' cartoons, which are even less needed than mallard fillmore or far left. they lasted until 2011 and were usually followed by paragraph after paragraph when adams had to explain the cartoon to an audience that would not otherwise find it amusing, let alone caring. Thankfully, he didn't handle the art direction, which unfortunately only dan berger of teenage mutant ninja turtles did."Music"  Even more ridiculous is the melody section of naturalnews, where adams posts hip-hop movies and compositions that he wrote about the alternative quackery of the moment. Most of the so-called "music" is profitable-sounding hip-hop filled with mike's rants about how terrible vaccines and antidepressants are. like his cartoons, his hip-hop posts are also followed by paragraphs of his own self-aggrandizement and boring explanations of his work for (read: most) not planning on listening to a real song. As for poetry , adams' creativity is boundless.Other activities Good gopherGoodgopher is a search engine created by adams that blocks reality-based information "propaganda". Enter any topic that is of skeptical interest to more than one alt-med) and it will return the largest available description of the weirdos.Legal threatsAdams threatened legal action against one of his many critics, john antin (who also published the threat in full): As you're now pretty familiar, you're willing to be named in a personal lawsuit alleging the vast scope of your defamation and cyberbullying efforts, all of which have been archived and have a minutes mark for litigation. Evidence. You can look forward to this judgment, which requires a lot of resources of your time and money - in the near future. You certainly also understand that i have many friends in law enforcement and that we are simultaneously seeking to have you arrested and charged with cyberbullying crimes. To be honest, i can't say for sure whether such trials will be successful, but this is almost the direction that we are intensively pursuing against the depositor. … I don't know if you are a reasonable citizen, but if you are, then i'll click to discuss with me a private settlement agreement that would allow both of us to focus our efforts somewhere else.Entin this did not frighten or impress:If adams is true to his statement that the player is a new person who has devoted himself to the service of science, he is ready there is nothing else but to file legal instances against himself for slander. … Will adams sue for a long vacation or are you working for defamation on your own schedule? Finally, if his mission is to drive unscientific vendors out of business—even those who, he claims, present “blatantly fictional, distorted, or grossly exaggerated” antiscientific information—why not prosecute a man who, according to some scientists and journalists, the most egregious perpetrator of "cyberbullying" and "harassment".  Yes, science needs you, mike. Please send yourself a libel threat. Let's shut up this charlatan.Twitter stupidityIn 2010, adams was nominated for a shorty awards, basically a twitter popularity contest. Adams received the most votes in the health section, followed by fellow traditional medicine guru joseph mercola. The naysayers decided to vote for rachel dunlop, a skeptical doctor from australia, propelling her to the top of the health charts.Adams and mercola began to pout and campaign for the vote; hundreds of their supporters showed up, created new accounts, and were immediately disqualified because only existing accounts were allowed to vote. When dunlop won, adams got pretty upset and responded with a list of what the "skeptics" believe:The naysayers believe we're on six-month antidepressants. In fact, they believe that it is safe to give people of all ages an unlimited number of drugs at the same time: antidepressants, cholesterol drugs, blood pressure drugs, diabetes drugs, sedatives, sleeping pills, and more - all at the same time! Skeptics believe that the human body cannot protect its family from the attack of microorganisms and what a useful thing all that can save people from viral infections is vaccines. Email spamAdams sells software to bypass spam blockers through his company arial software. does adams admit liability for spam? No, he likes to blame those who buy spammy products, not the spammers who are actually spamming. ] Confirming adams' duplicity, naturalnews and related sites were banned on both wikipedia and fb for spamming, and on facebook for using troll farms from north macedonia and the philippines to send spam. Audio and trailersAdams also has ownership of naturalnews radio and naturalnews tv, all via streaming and video, should mike's flock ever need more his wise wisdom. The star of his 2017 film biosludge is human excrement. However, last year youtube shut down his entire health ranger channel.BrighteonAdams created an alternative to youtube, originally called real. .Video, but then renamed the formation to brighteon in october 2018 to accompany the opening of their new brighteonstore food and add-on store. He created this portal, in a detailed consultation on "censorship" on youtube, especially his good friend alex jones, steam guard desktop whose live streams moved to this site after his ban ended. There are mostly conservative channels on the portal. Conspiracy theories also thrive on our site.SurvivalIn 2011, adams made a couple of recommendations about survival techniques and getting a fucking gun to a friend.Paranoid on the gold bug forum, warning you that the fake apocalypse of 2012 will pleasantly surprise you. United states, including creating or partnering with several specialized news resources dedicated to these topics, such as collapse.News in a few weeks in 2015. bugout.News in november 2015 etc.This has absolutely nothing to do with the claims that adams is the founder and owner of the online shop rangergear.Com, your supplier of “quality, affordable training and quality survival  personally tested by the health ranger” since november 2015. Nothing. Do you believe ours?HoggwatchAdams created a platform to promote negative (and false) stories about david hogg, a survivor of the 2018 parkland shooting Temporarily removed from google Around february 23, 2017, naturalnews.Com was removed from various google search results, probably due to a clever redirect (for example, a mobile link in search results doesn't lead to the same address as a desktop link). As expected, mike adams flipped the table, yelped, pulled his hair, and blamed google in hooliganism, incitement to hate, censorship, insanity, big pharma hucksters, murderers (due to the fact that they censor quackery, cure cancer), endanger humanity, and everything you can imagine - and expect from anyone like mike adams. it's strange how the drug reacted this way, but it created its own damn browser because it didn't trust the "mainstream" search engines. Unfortunately, naturalnews.Com has since reappeared in google search results.The campaign against the tech giantNaturalnews gets 1.4 million buyers and sellers per month. oblivious to this, adams, claiming to be censored, launched a vicious personal assault on the executives of tech giants jack dorsey (twitter), mark zuckerberg (facebook), tim cook (apple), sundar pichai (google), and jimmy wales ( wikipedia). Using nazi analogies and providing a wanted poster with six of them there. Resource articles are very negative about rationalwiki. Yet, their article on the making healthier decisions page was kind enough to refer to their list of cognitive biases. .The fake news empireOctober 14, 2021, the tech news site ars technica published an article about robert willis, the man who helped an unnamed a media organization that "traded supplements and alternative medicines" to set up a complex network of fake news sites that willis estimates played a key role in the election of donald trump. A couple of days later, willis admitted that the media organization in question was naturalnews.Fake newslist of portals owned by mike adamsexternal linksWebsite itselfmike adams' echo chambersmike adams' disinformation empire - mcgill university.Goodgopher, a toothy true truth-seeking system for truth-seekers .Orak has been documenting his madness for years."Natural news: a truly lethal kind of pseudoscience", neurobonkers, big thinkmike adams: "earth is being terraformed to be colonized by exobiologists".Mike adams: natural news, "beloved number one anti-science website among charlatans of all" is a genetic literacy project.Notes‘ 2 years in this country.‘ naturalnews used to be newstarget, which nowadays the chinese auto industry can be called a separate site. 20 other states in america or the people of uruguay‘ “for years programmers have been working tirelessly to find ways to block email spam. Some systems block messages based on the following words, while others look for variant patterns in emails that are typical of spam messages. Mike adams and arial software have been working to find ways around this spam detection. Our research shows that arial software is very much a spam company, which means that its software is designed primarily to help spammers.” Products advertised in spam emails. Mike wrote that it was this tiny group of people who were really responsible for the continued existence of spam. Mike adams' anti-spam site seems to be designed with the sole purpose of shifting the blame from the guilty spammers to the victims. The blame for spam may lie with the spammers themselves, as well as those who promote and create specialized software to bypass spam prevention systems; companies like mike's own arial software."links‘ 1.0 1.1 1.2 should we leave the us before the collapse? Words of wisdom from the man who tried mike adams (december 14, 2011) gold-silver.Us (archived june 16, 2014) evidence-based medicine.‘ Health ranger profile and culture the health ranger (archived 15 november 2020).‘ 4.0 4.1 mike adams: natural news, "everyone's #1 favorite ultra-quack anti-science website." - "Even charlatans think the player is a charlatan" (updated october 24, 2020) genetic literacy project. ‘ Himalayan bath salt won't last a lifetime: why do too many facebook friends share ridiculous natural news stories? Brian palmer (feb 18, 2014 11:43 pm) slate.‘ 6.0 6.1 vaccination and grooming denial: depopulation tests? 11, 2015) naturalnews 9 (archived may 11, 2015). - Rebuttal: no, 'vaccine response' didn't kill several offspring in mexico, david gorsky (may 14, 2015) scienceblogs.Thousands of americans have died from h1n1 flu even after being vaccinated mike adams (january 17, 2010) naturalnews (archived january 19, 2010).Vaccinated children have up to 500% more disease than unvaccinated children, pf louis (june 19, 2012) naturalnews (archived june 20) 2012).What is really in vaccines? Evidence for the presence of monosodium glutamate, formaldehyde, aluminum and mercury by mike adams (october 24, 2012) naturalnews (archived october 25, 2012).Influenza strikes millions of americans already vaccinated against influenza by mike adams (january 11, 2013 d.)) Naturalnews (archived january 13, 2013). 800 more children forever affected by vaccines by ethan a. Huff (february 15, 2013) naturalnews (archived february 18, 2013).Secret government documents reveal vaccines to be a total hoax by ethan a. Huff ( january 08, 2013.) Naturalnews (archived january 9, 2013). Child receives a cocktail of seven vaccines, loses the ability to speak, recovers with homeopathic shock remedies (april 3, 2012) healthy times newspaper via naturalnews (archived april 3, 2012.). Myth busted: vaccination is not immunization by craig stellpflug (may 15, 2012) naturalnews (archived may 17, 2012). Vaccine zombie by michael adams (archived may 31, 2012).Cdc lies: measles outbreaks confirmed immediately after g of children already vaccinated by jonathan benson (january 13, 2015) naturalnews (archived january 26, 2015) ). A day with uncut shots of mike adams from the house of numbers (december 1, 2009) naturalnews (archived december 2, 2009). Aids: the great medical scam by david ike] (january 12, 2010) naturalnews (archived january 15, 2010). 2009) naturalnews (archived july 27, 2010).Aids fraud: epidemic marketing offered in mike adams exclusive clip from the house of numbers movie (may 3, 2010) naturalnews (archived may 4 2010). Testing for aids / hiv - prank? Documentary footage shows conversations with doctors. Neil constantine and robin weiss, mike adams (january 07, 2010) naturalnews (archived august 21, 2010). Unmasking the aids hoax: the 1984 hiv science papers, january 7, 2009). ) Naturalnews (archived may 14, 2010). ‘ Fake cancer treatments: all traditional prostate cancer treatments harm quality of life david gutierrez (october 02, 2010) naturalnews (archived october 6, 2010).Soda bicarbonate is used in the treatment of stage four prostate cancer by paul fassa (november 13, 2009) naturalnews (archived november 16, 2009). 2012).Cancer is not a disease - it's a survival mechanism (excerpt from the book) by andreas moritz (february 01, 2000). 8) naturalnews (archived january 26, 2011).Breast trick by mike adams, naturalnews (archived april 10, 2008).The cancer industry is trying to co-opt an advanced potential natural cure, frankincense by paul fassa ( march 20, 2012) naturalnews (archived march 21, 2012) @>curcumin kills cancer cells in its path. By pf louis (november 08, 2012) naturalnews (archived november 10, 2012). Naturalnews (archived november 15, 2012).How cancer eats sugar (and other necessary reasons to avoid refined sweets) by jd hayes (november 23, 2012) naturalnews (archived november 27, 2012). Ben has been proven to kill cancer cells without destroying your immune system (september 16, 2012) naturalnews (archived september 18, 2012). 2012).Proof that the cancer industry doesn't need a drug, even if it's pharmaceutical by pf louis (january 31, 2012.) Naturalnews (archived 2012-01-31).Chaparral - natural treatments for cancer treatment, mike adams (october 15, 2009), naturalnews (archived july 10, 2010). @>‘ 9.0 9.1 big pharma hysteria: big pharma has been in possession of an ebola vaccine for years; jonathan benson (october 25, 2014) naturalnews (archived october 26, 2014) is waiting for the virus to kill enough people to make this gift profitable. , 2010) naturalnews (archived october 1, 2010).Former pharmaceutical sales representative gwen olsen says prime pharma is always interested in profit, not health christina louise (jul 12, 2011) naturalnews (archived 13 july 2011).Natural painkillers beat big pharma's drugs by craig stellpflug (september 12, 2012.) Naturalnews (archived september 13, 2012.) January 31, 2012).Big pharma is out of under control: hepatitis drugs 1,000 greens a tablet in states sell for less than ten dollars in egypt mike adams (march 26, 2014) naturalnews (archived march 28, 2014). ‘ Rebecca heilweil, facebook's war against one of the worst conspiracy sites on the world wide web, vox, june 25, 2020‘ reliable sources/permanent sources: natural news wikipedia. ‘ Mediawiki:spam blacklist: difference among wikipedia options.‘ 13.0 13.1 13.2 arial software, spam and telemarketing healthwyze.‘ 14.0 14.1 about health r anger, mike adams naturalnews (archived sep 22) 2017).‘ About arial software arial software‘ email marketing software arial software fights spam with pr newswire services spam safety pr compliance features (archived june 17, 2014).‘ The legend of mike adams and the reality by thomas corriher and sarah c. Corriher (february 6, 2013) the health wyze report.‘ Mike adams: natural news, "everyone's favorite super quack #1 anti-science website" - "even charlatans think he's a quack" (updated 24 oct 2020 d) genetic literacy project. 2020).‘ Meet the sacred lotus clinic (archived august 22, 2018).‘ 21.0 21.1 anatomy of a disinformation empire: a naturalnews study (2020) strategic dialogue institute. The list of platforms in the report was credited to newsguard.‘ Naturalnews medical life practice articles (archived april 10, 2008).‘ Mike "medical ranger" adams claims life expectancy is declining (august 11). , 2017) youtube.‘ Q&a. Are there cases where pharmaceuticals and medicines are used? Mike adams (october 12, 2004) naturalnews (archived may 11, 2010). ‘ Why doctors are more dangerous than weapons - new investigation video by health ranger mike adams (3 august 2012) naturalnews (archived august 5, 2012). (January 16, 2013) naturalnews (archived january 19, 2013).‘ Naturalnews media and press data (archived january 24, 2009).‘ Rawpalooza - discover the benefits of raw eating habits mike adams (august 27, 2012) naturalnews (archived august 29, 2012).‘ Basic health - what exactly is a raw food diet? S. D. Wells (sep 01, 2012) naturalnews (archived september 2, 2012).‘ Raw food diet: enjoy food like nature by kim evans (january 3, 2010) naturalnews (archived 26 september 2010) .‘ The harmful effects of sugar and a list of healthy alternatives by theia skae (february 21, 2008) naturalnews (archived june 1, 2009).‘ Artificial sweeteners and flavor enhancers are dangerous, david jokers (03 may). , 2012) naturalnews (archived may 5, 2012).‘ Do you have a choice of sex or bread? Jaky carr (september 29, 2012) naturalnews (archived october 1, 2012).‘ Naturalnews red meat practical information tips (archived april 9, 2008).‘ Health ranger interviews neurosurgeon doctor russell blaylock on monosodium glutamate and brain-damaging excitotoxins (april 13, 2012) naturalnews (archived april 14, 2012. ‘ Dairy pasteurization and homogenization facts by joe hartley (april 9, 2008) naturalnews (archived june 10, 2008) naturalnews (archived june 10, 2012) , 2011).‘ Sodium fluoride featured in upcoming health ranger video: cities are poisoning their citizens with chemical pesticides from the heavens, mike adams (september 18, 2012.) Naturalnews (archived september 19, 2012.).‘ White flour contributes to nutritional deficiencies and chronic disease mike adams (december 5, 2004) naturalnews (archived may 1, 2010).‘ Comprehensive research data archive offers a global picture of the harm caused by gmos.) Naturalnews (archived june 19, 2013).‘ Your laundry dete rgent can be dangerous to your own fortune elizabeth walling (august 27, 2001) naturalnews (archived august 29, 2010). January 14, 2009). ‘ Popular shampoos contain toxic substances that cause nerve damage. Mike adams (january 11, 2005) naturalnews (archived march 27, 2010).‘ Mcdonald's chicken nuggets contain mysterious hair-like fibers; natural news forensic food lab publishes mike adams research photos and programs (august 16, 2013) naturalnews (archived august 19, 2013). ‘ Part i: evidence-based modern medicine - doesn't exclude alternative medicine (opinion) by aaron turpen (september 30, 2010) naturalnews (archived october 2, 2010). Quantum healing solutions in this naturalnews hour of discussion by jonathan landsman (november 10, 2011) naturalnews (archived november 12, 2011).Healing with light energy by len saputo (march 09, 2011) ) naturalnews (archived march 11, 2011).‘ Quantum woo: mike adams: the god within mike adams (july 6, 2012) forbidden knowledge tv (archived 25 july 2012.) .‘ "Blinded by science" ethan a. Huff explores the power of vibrational forces and water in healing and wellness (april 5, 2011) naturalnews (archive d of five percent april 2011).‘ Breaking down the false philosophy and pseudoscience of traditional medicine by mike adams (march 30, 2006) naturalnews (archived february 24, 2011).‘ The germ theory hoax on next hour of discussion naturalnews by jonathan landsman (09 feb 2011) naturalnews (archived 11 feb 2011). ‘ Is the modern medical system based on error? Gabriel donoghue (07 dec 2007.) Natura lnews (archived february 24, 2010). 2012) naturalnews (archived june 19, 2012).‘ If conventional medicine really works, why are americans so unhealthy? Mike adams (april 12, 2010) naturalnews (archived april 13, 2010). Ten fallacies from natural news (2010) letting off steam. Step by step skeptical response.‘ Whitney houston is another victim of pharmacology (update 2) by mike adams (february 12, 2012) naturalnews (archived february 13, 2012)‘ bernie mac another victim of conventional medicine? Mike adams (august 09, 2008) natural news (archived august 13, 2008). Huff, february 14, 2012) naturalnews (archived february 15, 2012). ).‘ Homeopathy is much more effective in preventing and treating whooping cough than allopathic medicine. Carolanne wright (november 26, 2012) naturalnews (archived november 28, 2012).‘ American medical association hopes you'll never know his true story mike adams (june 23, 2005) naturalnews (archived from july 19, 2020). On february 15, 2010).‘ Health ranger launches a nice list of infographics the top ten worst sources of aspartame by ethan a. Huff (march 22, 2012) naturalnews (archived march 24, 2012). Mike adams (january 12, 2013) naturalnews (archived january 14, 2013).‘ Vaccinated children are 500% more likely to get sick than unvaccinated children, according to pf louis (june 19, 2012) naturalnews (archived june 20, 2012).‘ Dr. Judy mikovitz in an interview with health ranger : fauci's covid crimes are not his first "plandemia". Dr. Judy mikovitz interviewed by mike adams (august 5, 2020) brighton (archived august 5, 2020). Fassa (june 22, 2010) naturalnews (archived august 20, 2010). ‘ Mike adams explains how to "naturally cleanse" vaccine mandate holders. It has backfires. Ethan a. Huff (april 15, 2011) naturalnews (archived april 16, 2011) from orac (march 14, 2016) respectful insolence. ).‘ Ama conspiracy to contain and eradicate herb newborg's chiropractic practice (august 14, 2008) naturalnews (archived january 30, 2011).‘ Merck commits scientific fraud with delays, misrepresentations of vytorin drug trial , mike adams (january 16, 2008) naturalnews (archived february 4, 2010). 21, 2010).‘ Mammograms cause breast cancer (and other cancer facts you've probably never figured out) dawn prate (august 15, 2005) natrualnews (archived january 28, 2011) .‘ Breast cancer rates skyrocket after mammograms and some cancers can be healed naturally, sherry baker (november 24, 2008) naturalnews (archived december 10, 2011). ).‘ Women remain ignorant of the dangers of mammography by barbara l. Minton (november 19, 2008) naturalnews (archived september 7, 2010).‘ Chemotherapy quackery, medicine at gunpoint, and the troubling fate of 13-year-old daniel houser mike adams (may 20, 2009) natural news (archived december 9, 2011). ‘ Can you trust chemotherapy to treat cancer? Andreas moritz (july 23, 2008) naturalnews (archived july 26, 2008).‘ Altie med's latest scam tactic is blaming health for celebrity deaths by mark hofnagle (august 22, 2008), denialism blog.‘ Microsoft buys eugenics technology from merck, becomes drug formulation partner with world's leading vaccine maker mike adams (february 02, 2012) naturalnews (archived february 4, 2012).‘ Bill gates funds technology to kill your sperm by ethan a. Huff (february 1, 2012) natural news (archived february 1, 2012) d.) ) Naturalnews (archived june 6, 2013).‘ Quack versus overt approach to breast cancer prevention, and angelina jolie from oracknows (may 15, 2013) scienceblogs.‘ Was there a far-right activist jailed for violating court order protecting muslim pedophiles”? (May 29, 2018) snopes.‘ Independent verification of e-cat cold fusion device producing 800% more heat than neve m. Arnell introduces (may 19, 2011) natural news (archived may 21, 2011) .).‘ Free energy technology could destroy the natural world (not necessarily), mike adams (april 24, 2009) natural news (archived may 22, 2011).‘ Naturalnews chemtrail feature posts ( archived from apr 18, 2008 they actually have a whole category for chemtrails.‘ Jump rope and the truth about 9/11 - how a sheep was trained to avoid the unpopular truth about wtc 7 by mike adams (sep 25, 2011) naturalnews (archived september 27, 2011) 30, 2011).‘ Sandy hook fundraiser page created three one days before shooting, google search results confirmed by mike adams (january 11, 2013) natura lnews ( archived 2013-01-13).‘ The trusting mind explained by mike adams (may 5, 2011) naturalne ws (archived may 5, 2011). This post showcases much of his madness in one place.‘ Aids: david icke's great aids medical scam (january 12, 2010) naturalnews (archived january 15, 2010).‘ Caution for flying syringes, gmo food vaccines and forced vaccinations by paul fass (june 12, 2009) naturalnews (archived february 11, 2011). Several times in this article alone.‘ Feature stories at our ron paul naturalnews site (archived april 18, 2008).‘ Why michael moore's "sicko" is the health care feature film every american wants to see, mike adams (june 19, 2008) 2007) naturalnews (archived february 19, 2010) april 25, 2014). .) Naturalnews (archived june 24, 2014).Global warming debunked: nasa report confirms carbon ethan a. Huff (may 22, 2013.) Naturalnews (archived may 25, 2013). Ipcc's grim global warming apocalypse is political theater, not real science by mike adams (march 31, 2014) naturalnews (archived april 3, 2014).‘ Hysteria coupled gun control: if gun control passes, there will be "surveillance of free speech" and a ban on rights credits to websites, books and art by mike adams (march 16, 2013) naturalnews (archived march 19, 2013). Jd heyes (february 27, 2013) naturalnews (archived march 2, 2013). ‘ "Crazed swordsman attacks scientology security guard who shoots back in self-defense", mike adams, natural news 24 nov 2011, retrieved 21 may 2011 ‘ "unfounded accusations against john travolta show brutality, intolerance of pill dealers and critics of religion", mike adams, natural news, january 5, 2011, retrieved may 5, 2011 21.‘ Shooting at batman in colorado reveals clear indications it is staged by mike adams (july 20, 2012) naturalnews (archived july 21, 2012). April 2013.) Naturalnews (archived april 19, 2013.). (Archived march 26, 2014).‘ Extreme winter weather gives northeast a sense of economic collapse ethan a. Huff (january 27, 2015) naturalnews (archived january 29, 2015).‘ Like a hurricane irene is going to new york, are you ready? Mike adams (august 26, 2011) naturalnews (archived october 17, 2011). Featured quote: "there is hope to understand that a great economic collapse is coming."‘ Mike adams the god within in full (february 23, 2014) youtube mike adams: pretentious scoundrel, slanderous liar by pharyngula (may 11, 2011) ) scienceblogs. P. Z. Myers will tell you about it.‘ School in illinois discriminated against a male student by not allowing him to shower with naked girls, obama department of education ruling, j.D.Hayes (november 6, 2015). ) Naturalnews (archived november 7, 2015).‘ Chinese scientists find [coronavirus killer probably originated in wuhan lab" by jd heyes (february 16, 2020) naturalnews (archived 18 february 2020).‘ Amy goodrich, iphone radiation harms guys' ability to conceive, study confirms. Archived from naturalnews, september 27, 2016‘ sherry l. Ackerman, irradiation protocols and detoxification. Archived from natural news, april 12, 2011 ‘ ethan huff. The film "5g apocalypse: the extinction event" demonstrates that 5g is an assault weapon designed to eliminate humanity archived from natural news, may 19, 2019 28, 2011) naturalnews (archived february 22, 2015).‘ Hardened criminals (com ic) by mike adams (august 13, 2010) naturalnews (archived august 14, 2010). An example of such an insult to good cartoons.‘ Cartoons index naturalnews (archived january 22, 2020).‘ Music index naturalnews (archived june 1, 2020).‘ Downward. To imprison people…mike adams (january 25, 2012) naturalnews (archived january 26, 2012). (Archived july 31, 2014).‘ Alternative drug provider mike adams, self-described "medical ranger", threatens to sue forbes and writer kate clore (may 16, 2014 12:58 pm) discover. ‘ Naturalnews' mike adams threatens forbes, glp for "slandering" his "quack" health empire by john antin (2014) genetic literacy project. By orac (january 20, 2010 8:00 am) scienceblogs (archived march 6, 2010).‘ Mike adams: cheater============================================================================
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